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Water Cup
Relay Race

Two-player teams each
have a full bucket and an
empty bucket. Place the
full bucket at the starting
line, the empty bucket at

the finish.

   
It's fun to play in water whetherat a

pool, beach,lake,river or a water park
! but it is important to know yourlimits

and stay safe. Remember, drowning
can occurin less than two minutes.

   

   
   

   

Swimming Pool
SafetyRules

Put a check mark next to the rules that
make swimming in a pool safer. Cross
outrules that do not make pools safer. The first team member

scoops a plastic cup of
[J Never goin the water alone. water from the full bucket 

Always be ure an adult who can a po Find It and must walkquickly to

Swim is yratening you. i Find these things hiding in this picture: a the finish line holding the
[_1 Do not depend on inflatable toys Lo,

surfboard and a dinosaur.or water wings to keep your head

banana, a house,a crayon,a fish, a full cup overtheir head.

The team member pours
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above water. Sort It =] the water from the cup
4 $3 : | After finding the hidden pictures, sort each into the finish line bucket

a. LJ Dive onlyfom a Jing board, not | object by the number of syllables. and runs back to the start,
the side of the pool. handing the cup to his1 syllable 2 syllables 3 syllables  .

    
  

   

  

  

    

[_] Don't crawl or walk on a pool
cover.

the process.

The first team to move
the most waterfrom start

to finish is the winner.
 [_] Stay in the shallow end ofthe pool

if you are not a strong swimmer.
  
 

 

 

 

ioSaat Water Balloon: : a Freeze Tag
| The person who is IT
‘ must protect a bucket

Safety at the Beach Fladwithwaier: balloons.If other
Waves and currents are a dangerat the players get soaked by a
beach. Waves can knock you down and water balloon, even if
pull you out to sea.Ifyou do get caught in Search ~ one drop hits them,
the current, swim parallel to the shore as Look through the they must remain
shown below. This will help you escape the newspaper to frozen until another
current so you can make it back to shore. find: playeris ableto snatch

« A photo that a water balloon from
shows a pool, the bucket and

lake or ocean. unfreeze them by
o Something that soaking them with it!

helps you stay
cool inthe Sponge Volley
summer. bef

e Something that 5
floats in the
water. ae
EE court. Have fullwater

al sefo rewspasasoca buckets andbig  

    

  

   sponges on each sih side.
Toss soaked sponges

[ITLLCT Word NFdH) over tothe otherside
to see if you canhitthe
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2 Find the words in the puzzle. Then otherplayers.
Lifesaver Letter . INFLATABLE look for each word in this week’s iaay

Use the Lifesaver Letter code to find out what you should PARALLEL Kid Scoop stories and activities. aymca)Education:
always wear when on a boat at the beach or lake. CURRENT Physical exercise;

y SAFETY S GN OR: TSC RL

VOAOD XVke) D> ESCAPE BLEEOAUREN THe
DANGER ¥S.T YSRHILMN - BUILDERS . {

A ne x CRAYON AAS HRC'L O10 This week’s word: Tu
= = STRONG PARALLELC=k Keto CAUGHT WFOEAAAORY Theadjective parallel
—_— _- WENERTOPS A means traveling or lying in

Fee b L=a WATER the same direction and the
-® T=» BEACH WTB ADA ANG E.R seme distance Spar

The footpath ran |=A Y=¢ RIVER TY PMT H.G UAC peaheTs. 2

Standards Link: Readin in rina ™100% tag word pasallelComprehension:students SriUnkI oR od dential Ina sentence today when
follow Simple wiitier directions, TOYS words. SkimiyPgspelApi FelkingYourfends and         
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FROM THE&0p LESSON LIBRARY
>

Water Journal
Clip and collectarticles about creeks,rivers,

lakes and all kinds of water. Makelists of
people, agencies and places that appear in the
articles. Whatare the maintopics of discussion
or issues about water in your newspaper?
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My Own
Water Game
Make up agame that

includes water. It could be
played in wateror with

water. It might use a hose
or a squirting device.

 

  
What would you get if

you crossed a swimming pool
and a movie theater?
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  Standards Link: History/Social Science: Understanding
environmental issues in the local community. {1818} UI-oAIp V 'HIMSNY
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